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About this Document
F5 and Cisco® Validated Designs include systems and solutions that are designed, tested, and
documented to facilitate and improve customer deployments. These designs incorporate a wide
range of technologies and products into a portfolio of solutions that have been developed to
address the business needs of customers.
Cisco, NetApp, and Vnomic have partnered to deliver FlexPod, which serves as the foundation
for a variety of workloads and enables efficient architectural designs that are based on customer
requirements. A FlexPod solution is a validated approach for deploying Cisco and NetApp
technologies as a shared cloud infrastructure.
This document describes the architecture and deployment procedures for the SAP HANA
Tailored Datacenter Integration (TDI) option for an infrastructure composed of Cisco computing
and switching products, VMware virtualization, NetApp Network File System (NFS) and Small
Computer System Interface over IP (iSCSI) SAN storage components, and the Vnomic Policy
Defined Delivery and Governance Platform. The intent of this document is to illustrate the
configuration principles with detailed configuration steps.

Introduction
A cloud deployment model provides better use of the underlying system resources, leading to
reduced total cost of ownership (TCO). However, choosing an appropriate platform for SAP
HANA can be a complex task. Platforms should be flexible, reliable, and cost effective to facilitate
various SAP HANA deployment options, and they should also be easily scalable and
manageable. In addition, it is desirable to have an architecture that allows resource sharing
across points of delivery (PoDs) to address stranded capacity issues, both within and outside the
integrated stack. In this regard, Cisco’s data center solution for SAP HANA provides a
comprehensive validated infrastructure platform to meet customers’ needs.

SAP HANA is SAP’s implementation of in-memory database technology. The SAP HANA
database takes advantage of the low-cost main-memory (RAM), data-processing capabilities of
multicore processors, and the faster data access of solid-state disk (SSD) drives over traditional
hard drives to provide better performance for analytical and transactional applications. SAP
HANA offers a multiple-engine query-processing environment that supports relational data (with
both row- and column-oriented physical representations in a hybrid engine) as well as graph and
text processing for semi structured and unstructured data management within the same system.
The SAP HANA database is 100 percent compliant with atomicity, consistency, isolation, and
durability (ACID) requirements.

For more information about SAP HANA, see the SAP help portal: http://help.sap.com/hana/.
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Initially, to run SAP HANA in production environment, customers used a customized and highly
optimized solution known as the SAP HANA Appliance. However, this solution had a
preconfigured hardware setup and preinstalled software package that were dedicated for SAP
HANA. In 2013, SAP introduced SAP HANA Tailored Datacenter Integration, or TDI, for
production environments. The TDI solution offers a more open and flexible way to integrate SAP
HANA into the data center by reusing existing enterprise storage hardware, thereby reducing
hardware costs.

With the introduction of TDI for shared infrastructure, the Cisco, F5 and NetApp FlexPod solution
offers the advantage of compute, storage, and network stack integration with the programmability
of the Cisco Unified Computing System™ (Cisco UCS®). TDI enables organizations to run
multiple SAP HANA production systems in one FlexPod solution. TDI also enables customers to
run the SAP application servers and SAP HANA database hosted on the same infrastructure.

Complete automation of the provisioning, deploying, configuring, and decommissioning of SAP
HANA and SAP Business Warehouse (BW) landscapes is provided by the Vnomic Policy Based
Delivery and Governance Platform, reducing landscape deployment times to minutes and hours.
Vnomic automation helps ensure that the SAP HANA deployments are TDI compliant on
supported bare-metal and virtual servers. Additionally, all servers are provisioned and configured
using known software and infrastructure best practices. A flexible set of SAP HANA and SAP BW
and HANA topologies are supported and can be dynamically deployed across the available
infrastructure capacity. The multitenancy support built into this solution allows the available
capacity to be used efficiently across multiple service consumers.
Target Audience
The intended audience for this document includes sales engineers, field consultants, professional
services staff, IT managers, partner engineering staff, and customers deploying the FlexPod
architecture for SAP HANA with NetApp clustered Data ONTAP. External references are provided
wherever applicable, but readers are expected to be familiar with the technology, infrastructure,
and database security policies of the customer installation.
Purpose of This Document
This document describes the steps required to deploy and configure a FlexPod solution for
Vnomic. Vnomic automation will deploy SAP HANA and SAP application on this same solution.
Cisco’s & F5 validation provides further confirmation of component compatibility, connectivity, and
correct operation of the entire integrated stack. This document focuses on one of the variants of
cloud architecture for SAP HANA. Although readers of this document are expected to have
sufficient knowledge to install and configure the products used, the Cisco Validated Design
provides configuration details that are important to the deployment of this solution.
Business Needs
F5 & Cisco Validated Designs provide guidelines for creating end-to-end solutions that enable
you to make informed decisions with the goal of creating an application-ready platform.
Business applications are moving toward a consolidated compute, network, and storage
environment. The Cisco and F5 solution with NetApp FAS provides a ready-to-deploy
infrastructure that reduces the complexity involved in configuring the components of a traditional
deployment. The solution simplifies the arduous process of managing the integration while
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maintaining the application design and implementation options. The solution also provides unified
administration with controlled and monitored process separation.
The FlexPod Select solution for SAP HANA addresses the following business needs:
● An end-to-end solution to take full advantage of the unified infrastructure components
● A Cisco IT-as-a-service (ITaaS) solution that provides an efficient environment that
addresses various SAP HANA use cases
● Good results in implementing a cloud reference architecture design for SAP HANA
● A reliable, flexible, and scalable reference design
Solution Overview
The Cisco data center solution for SAP HANA with NetApp FAS storage provides an end-to-end
architecture with Cisco, F5, NetApp, Vnomic, and VMware technologies that supports multiple
SAP HANA workloads with high availability and server redundancy. The solution provides full
automation for the instantiation, lifecycle management, and development of SAP HANA
workloads running on the infrastructure. Processes for day 0 and beyond are managed and
automated through the stack.
The solution uses Cisco Application Centric Infrastructure (Cisco ACI™) fabric and F5 BIG-IP to
help ensure full network automation and connectivity throughout the entire stack. The Cisco ACI
fabric consists of three major components:
•

Cisco Application Policy Infrastructure Controller (APIC)

•

Cisco Nexus 9000 ACI-enabled spine switches

•

Cisco Nexus 9000 ACI-enabled leaf switches

The Cisco ACI switching architecture uses a leaf-and-spine topology in which every leaf switch
connects to every spine switch using 40 Gigabit Ethernet interfaces. Figure 1 shows the Cisco
ACI fabric architecture.
Figure 1.
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The APIC is the ACI fabric controller that is delivered as an appliance, and three or more such
appliances form a cluster for high availability and enhanced performance. The APIC is
responsible for all tasks enabling traffic transport, including:
• Fabric activation
• Switch firmware management
• Network policy configuration and instantiation
Although the APIC acts as the centralized point of configuration for policy and network
connectivity, it is never in the data path or the forwarding topology. The fabric can still forward
traffic even when communication with the APIC is lost.
The APIC provides both a command-line interface (CLI) and a GUI to configure and control the
Cisco ACI fabric. The APIC also exposes a northbound REST API through XML and JavaScript
Object Notation (JSON) and an open source southbound OPFLEX API.
The following components are used in the design and implementation of this solution:
● Cisco Unified Computing System
●

Cisco UCS B-Series Blade Servers or C-Series Rack Servers

●

Cisco UCS virtual interface card (VIC) adapters

●

Cisco Nexus® 9396PX and 9396TX Switches

●

Cisco Nexus 9336PQ Switches

●

Cisco APIC M1

●

NetApp FAS 8000 Series storage array

●

VMware vCenter

●

SUSE Enterprise Linux Server (SLES) 11 for SAP

●

Red Hat Enterprise Linux (RHEL) for SAP HANA

●

Vnomic

●

BIG-IP c2200 Chassis

Hardware Requirements F5 BIG-IP
The F5 BIG-IP required in the deployment are Viprion c2200 Chassis as well as F5 BIG-IP Virtual
Edition platform. With VIPRION, your organization benefits from the unique F5 ScaleN
architecture and patented hardware and software innovations that offer unmatched capabilities.
ScaleN architecture provides the ability to scale performance on demand, virtualize, or
horizontally cluster multiple VIPRION chassis, creating an elastic Application Delivery Networking
infrastructure that can efficiently adapt as your business needs change. With F5 BIG-IP VE
organization can deploy applications with increased agility. Optimize application services more
efficiently. Achieve automation and orchestration in cloud architectures.
•

On-demand scaling improves performance

Increase resource capacity and performance with on-demand scaling, where you can simply add
more power to your existing infrastructure instead of adding more devices. VIPRION chassis
provide true linear scalability through modular blades that use F5 Clustered Multiprocessing™
(CMP) technology. As blades are added, their CPU resources, network interfaces, SSL, and
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compression processing power all automatically become available as the configurations and
policies are copied to the new blades from the master blade.
•

Operational scaling enables consolidation

F5 is able to virtualize services with a multi-tenant architecture that supports a variety of BIG-IP®
versions and product modules on a single device. Multi-tenant device virtualization is provided by
F5’s unique Virtual Clustered Multiprocessing (vCMP) technology, which enables VIPRION to run
multiple BIG-IP guest instances. Each BIG-IP guest instance looks and acts like a physical BIGIP device, with a dedicated allocation of CPU, memory, and other resources. vCMP offers perguest rate limiting for bandwidth and SSL, enabling customers to achieve different performance
levels for each guest.
Each vCMP guest can further be divided using multi-tenant features such as partitions and route
domains, which can isolate configuration and networks on a per-virtual-domain basis. Within each
virtual domain, organizations can further isolate and secure configuration and policies by using a
role-based access system for greater administrative control. The ability to virtualize BIG-IP ADC
services means service providers and enterprise users can isolate based on BIG-IP version,
enabling departmental or project-based tenancy as well as performance guarantees, while getting
the benefits of managing a single, consolidated application delivery platform and increased
utilization of VIPRION systems.
The VIPRION® 2200 system provides you with the flexibility and feature-rich capabilities of F5®
products on a powerful and highly-extensible hardware platform. With this platform, you install
and configure multiple F5 products using hot-swappable blades. This provides you with the ability
to add, remove, or change the platform's configuration to best fit your network. Many components
are available for you to add, remove, or change including the blades, power supplies, fan tray,
and more. This configuration allows for an extremely robust and flexible system that can manage
large amounts of application traffic, and remain operational even if one of its components goes
offline.

1. Power supply 1
2. Power supply 2
3. Blanks for blades 1-2
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1. Captive screws
2. SFP+ ports (8)
3. Console port
4. Serial (hard-wired) failover port
5. Management port
6. USB ports (2)
7. Indicator LEDs

For more information please refer to
https://support.f5.com/content/kb/en-us/products/big-ip_ltm/manuals/product/pg-viprion2200/_jcr_content/pdfAttach/download/file.res/Platform_Guide__VIPRION_2200.pdf

Architecture Overview
FlexPod is a defined set of hardware and software that serves as an integrated foundation for
both virtualized and nonvirtualized solutions. FlexPod Datacenter Solution for SAP HANA
includes NetApp storage, NetApp Data ONTAP, F5 BIG-IP for Application Delivery, Cisco Nexus
networking, Cisco UCS, and VMware vSphere software in a single package. The design is
flexible enough to fit the networking, computing, and storage resources in one data center rack,
or it can be deployed according to a customer’s data center design. Port density enables the
networking components to accommodate multiple configurations of this kind.
One benefit of the FlexPod architecture is the capability to customize, or “flex,” the environment to
suit a customer’s requirements. This design can easily be scaled as requirements and demands
change. The unit can be scaled both up and out. The reference architecture detailed in this
document highlights the resiliency, cost benefits, and ease of deployment of an IP-based storage
solution. A storage system capable of serving multiple protocols across a single interface allows
customer choice and investment protection because it is truly a wire-once architecture. The
solution is designed to host scalable mixed SAP HANA workloads.
This validated design, which is targeted at the enterprise and service provider sectors, focuses on
the reference architecture to run SAP HANA as the main workload. The architecture uses Cisco
UCS Firmware Release 2.2(3c) with combined Cisco UCS B-Series Blade Servers and C-Series
Rack Servers with NetApp FAS8000 series storage attached to the Cisco Nexus 9396PX
Switches for NFS access and iSCSI protocol. This infrastructure is deployed to provide PXE and
iSCSI boot options for hosts with file-level and block-level access to shared storage. VMware
vSphere 5.5 is used as the server virtualization architecture. The reference architecture reinforces
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the wire-once strategy, because when storage is added to the architecture, no recabling is
required from hosts to the fabric interconnect.
Figure 19 shows the FlexPod Select solution for SAP HANA components and the network
connections for a configuration with IP-based storage.

Figure 1
The reference hardware configuration includes:
• Two Cisco Nexus 9336PQ ACI Spine Switches
• Four Cisco Nexus 9396PX Switches
• Two Cisco Nexus 9396TX Switches
• Three APIC servers
• Two Cisco UCS C220 servers
• Two Cisco UCS 6248UP fabric interconnects
• One NetApp FAS8040 (high-availability pair) running NetApp clustered Data ONTAP for SAP
HANA database workloads
• One NetApp FAS8040 (high-availability pair) running NetApp clustered Data ONTAP for SAP
application and infrastructure workloads
• Two F5 BIG-IP VIPRION 2200 Chassis in the ACI Fabric
• Two F5 BIG-IP VIPRION 2200 Chassis in the Access Layer (For more details please see F5
Section)

Logical View of Architecture with respect to F5 BIG-IP
At high level the architecture can be divided into three layers. The Outside layer, DMZ layer also
called as Edge layer and the Fabric Layer. The Outside layer has Firewall and NAT functions.
So, any client or user when connects from outside will first go through the firewalling and network
address translation. There is no F5 BIG-IP device in the Outside layer. The Client will use the
Public IP to access the services, hence we need network address translation as the DMZ layer
and Fabric layer uses Private subnets.
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The DMZ layer or the Fabric layer has pair of F5 BIG-IP Chassis (Virtual Edition VE BIG-IP can
also be used) which are used as Host Machines and will have vCMP Guests acting like tenants.
More details on vCMP please look at https://support.f5.com/kb/en-us/products/bigip_ltm/manuals/product/vcmp-administration-appliances-12-0-0/2.html Each vCMP guest runs
Application Policy Manager (APM), Local traffic Manager ( LTM) and Advance Firewall Manager (
AFM) for tenant. APM does the Active directory authentication, provides VPN connectivity to
remote users. The APM provides network firewall and DDoS protection at network layer. The
LTM provides forward proxy and Service Routing functionality. Service Routing is achieved using
a Service Routing Virtual Server along with iRule. The iRule logic looks for URI the client is using
and depending upon the URI will route the request to the VPN Virtual server or the Application
pools which are existing on the vCMP Guest.

Figure 2: Architecture
The fabric layer consists of the ACI fabric which consists of Nexus 9000 switches
and pair of F5 BIG-IP Chassis (F5 BIG-IP VE can be used as well). The F5 BIGIP Chassis acts as Hosts providing the vCMP Guests. Each Guest has LTM and
Application Service Manager (ASM for Application Firewall). Each vCMP guest
corresponds to a tenant. F5 BIG-IP provides reverse proxy for all the
applications provisioned and provides application firewall. It also does
application based load balancing for the SAP application Clusters.
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Figure 3: Two Tenants example
Tenants can be scaled simply by adding additional blades in the F5 BIG-IP
Chassis or by spinning additional Virtual Edition (VEs). Above diagram shows
two tenants, Tenant A (Orange) and Tenant B (Green).
Installation Variables

Cisco ACI Fabric Cabling – F5
Tables 1 through 4 show the cable plant used in this validated design and referenced in the
device configuration.
Table 1.

Local Device
9396PX-A

F5 BIG-IP-SAP-ACI

Cisco Nexus 9000 Series Leaf 101 Cabling Information

Local Port Connection

Remote Device

Remote
Port

10 Gigabit 10 Gigabit
Ethernet
Ethernet
Eth1/7
Port 1

F5 Firewall A 2250 – bld015277s

Eth1/2.1/1.1

10Gigabit
Ethernet
Eth1/8
Port1

F5 Firewall B 2250 - bld015241s

Eth1/2.1/1.
1

10 Gigabit
Ethernet
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Table 2.

Local Device
9396PX-B

Cisco Nexus 9000 Series Leaf 102 Cabling Information

Local Port Connection

Remote Device

Remote
Port

10Gigabit
Ethernet
Eth1/7
Port 1

10 Gigabit
Ethernet

F5 Firewall A 2250 – bld015277s

Eth1/2.2/1.5

10
Gigabit
Ethernet
Eth1/8
Port 1

10 Gigabit
Ethernet

F5 Firewall B 2250 - bld015241s

Eth1/2.2/1.
5

Table 3.

Cisco 9372A Switches Cabling Information

Local Device

Local
Port

Connectio
n

Remote Device

Remote
Port

9396TX-A

1Gigabit
Ethernet
Eth1/25

1Gigabit
Ethernet

F5 Firewall A 2250 – bld015277s

MGMT0

Table 4.

Cisco 9372B Switches Cabling Information

Local Device

Local
Port

Connectio
n

Remote Device

Remote
Port

9396TX-B

1
Gigabit
Ethernet
Eth1/25

1 Gigabit
Ethernet

F5 Firewall B 2250 - bld015241s

MGMT0

Local Device

Local
Port

Connectio
n

Remote Device

Remote
Port

F5 2250 A

40
40
Gigabit
Gigabit
Ethernet Ethernet
Eth1/2.4/
1.13

F5 Firewall B 2250 - bld015241s

40
Gigabit
Ethernet
Eth1/2.4
/1.13
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IP Address & Vlan Assignment

Below is an example of detailed VLAN and IP address assignment for illustration
purposes. The IP addresses for the tenants will change and are variables which
can be plugged in the Vnomic Orchestrator during deployment of tenants and
services.

Figure 4: IP Address & Vlan Assignment

BIG-IP Management

The management network for the vCMP Host and vCMP Guest is on the same
subnet the subnet. The NTP server is on different network for example,
173.36.215.215. In order to reach the vCMP Host and vCMP Guest to the NTP
server, a static route in the BIG-IP is needed. Typical example of static route with
API is given below
Method:POST https://192.168.194.10/mgmt/tm/sys/management-route
Payload
{"name":"ntproute","network":"173.36.215.0/24","gateway": "192.168.194.1”}
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Logical Management Network Diagram.
Below is the topology for the management network. Blue represents the out of
band management network and the green network is the NTP server network,
Orange is the Virtual server or self IP network from which the application data
traffic flows.
Network
Blue (192.168.194.X)
Green (173.36.215.X)
Orange (192.168.199.X)

Function
Out of Band Management
NTP server Network
Data traffic Network

Figure 5:Network Diagram showing various Network
Below are the Trunk labels we need to configure. The Trunk names below must be
used as they are referenced in the Vnomic Orchestration system.
Location in Architecture

Device Name

Trunk Name

DMZ F5 BIG-IP Host
DMZ F5 BIG-IP Host
DMZ F5 BIG-IP Host
Fabric F5 BIG-IP Host

F5 BIG-IP DMZ
F5 BIG-IP DMZ
F5 BIG-IP DMZ
F5 BIG-IP Fabric

FWTrunk
TowardsACI
HA_Trunk
External_interface_Outside_BIGIP
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Fabric F5 BIG-IP Host
Fabric F5 BIG-IP Host

F5 BIG-IP Fabric
F5 BIG-IP Fabric

Internal_interface_to_Application_servers
HA_Trunk

Below are the Data Vlan and IP assignment details for a typical tenant. The blue
IP network is for the Service routing subnet or the VPN, DNS Virtual Server. All
those are using the FWTrunk and hence the respective FWvlan. The
TowardsACI trunk carries various Vlans like adminClient, ApplicationClient_vlan
and Lb_Client vlan. The adminClient vlan is used by the administrator for that
tenant. The clients who is accessing the SAP application is using the application
client vlan. The stitching of the network from Outside to Inside F5 BIG-IP for that
tenant is done using ACI APIC.
1. For example the client does https://v30-ws1-httpstier.abc.com the request comes
to the Outside BIG-IP.
2. Service routing Virtual Server will receive the request and the irule will check the Data
group entry and depending upon the key value will punt the call to the respective
application Pool.
3. The Stitching of the application Pool in the Outside BIG-IP to Virtual Server on the Inside
BIG-IP for that application is done using ACI APIC.
4. Once the request comes to the Virtual Server for that application in the inside BIG-IP the
BIG-IP will do the LB for that application and send the request to the Servers in the Data
Center.

Figure 6:Vlan labels & IP for a Tenant
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Logical Management Network Diagram for VE.
We can use BIG-IP VE as well in the design both on the DMZ layer as well as in
the Fabric Layer. When VE is used in the design, then the licensing of the VE is
done through the F5 BIG-IQ device which act as a license server.
Below is how BIG-IP VE are used in Raiders lab, the VE are deployed inside the
UCS Server Hosts which are connected to the Nexus switches in Dual VPC
fashion for redundancy. APIC is used to stich all the network from Outside BIG-IP
VE to inside BIG-IP VE. The rest of the functionality is same. HA Pairs are
formed between the two VE, which are deployed in different UCS Hosts.

Figure 7: Virtual Edition Deployment Design

BIG-IQ CM in virtual form factor is used to license the BIG-IP VEs.

Configuring and displaying the management IP address for the BIG-IP system
Displaying the management IP address using the Configuration utility
1. Log in to the Configuration utility.
2. Navigate to System > Platform.
3. In the Management Port section, view the configured management IP address, network
mask, and management route.
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Also, please refer the link for configuring the management IP
https://support.f5.com/csp/article/K15040
Licensing

Licensing the BIG-IP system
Before you can configure and use the BIG-IP system, you must activate a valid license on the
system. To license the BIG-IP system, you must perform the following procedures:
•
•
•

Obtaining a registration key
Obtaining a dossier
Activating the license

Please follow below the link to configure the licensing

https://support.f5.com/csp/article/K7752

Initial Configuration of DMZ Layer BIG-IP

Following things are required on the F5 BIG-IP before Vnomic Orchestrator deploys
tenants.
1. F5 BIG-IP Hosts Chassis is mounted on the Rack and cabled to ACI-Leaf.
2. NTP and DNS is configured on the F5 BIG-IP Hosts.
3. Following trunks with labels are configured.

Location in Architecture

Device Name

Trunk Name

DMZ F5 BIG-IP Host
DMZ F5 BIG-IP Host
DMZ F5 BIG-IP Host
Fabric F5 BIG-IP Host

F5 BIG-IP DMZ
F5 BIG-IP DMZ
F5 BIG-IP DMZ
F5 BIG-IP Fabric

FWTrunk
TowardsACI
HA_Trunk
External_interface_Outside_BIGIP

Fabric F5 BIG-IP Host
Fabric F5 BIG-IP Host

F5 BIG-IP Fabric
F5 BIG-IP Fabric

Internal_interface_to_Application_servers
HA_Trunk

Apart from the base Licensing and providing management IP we need to provision each of the
hardware F5 BIG-IP system with additional add on vCMP licensing and make sure we have APM
license also installed. Below is the screen shot of the license page and provisioning configuration.
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•
•

Also in case of HW Chassis vCMP Host is licensed as to be only Dedicated to be host
APM/ASM/AFM are adding on licenses

Device
Virtual Clustered
Multiprocessing (vCMP)
Access Policy Manager (APM)
Application Security Manager
(ASM)
Advance Firewall Manager
(AFM)

License Requirements
Need add-on vCMP license for Edge and Fabric BIG-IP
Need add-on APM license for Edge BIG-IP
Need add-on ASM license for Edge BIG-IP
Need add-on AFM license for Edge BIG-IP

* It is recommended that customers deploy using the “Best” license option.

(END)

Figure 8 :Resource Provisioning for vCMP Host
NTP Configuration
NTP is required so that the two vCMP Hosts at the DMZ layer are synchronized for true HA
operation.
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Figure 9: NTP Server on vCMP Host
Initial Trunk Configuration
We need to make sure before deploying the F5 BIG-IP through Vnomic Orchestrator the trunks
are configured on the vCMP Host. Three trunks need to be configured, as these will be used and
referenced in the vCMP Guest. The three types of trunks are shown below

Figure 10: Trunks Configured on vCMP Host
FW_Trunk refers to the trunk towards the outside layer
HA_Trunk refers to the trunk towards the other F5 BIG IP vCMP Host.
Towards_ACI Trunk refers to the trunk towards the ACI Fabric Layer
To create a trunk
1.On the Main tab of the navigation pane, expand Network, and click Trunks.
The Trunks screen opens.
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2.In the upper-right corner of the screen, click the Create button.
Another Trunks screen opens.
Note: If the Create button is unavailable, you do not have permission to create a trunk. You must
have the Administrator or Resource Administrator role assigned to your user account.
3.In the Name box, type a unique name for the trunk.
4.For the Interfaces setting, in the Available box, select an interface that you want to include in
the trunk, and using the Move button (<<), move the interface to the Members box.
5.Repeat the previous step as necessary.
6.If you want to enable the LACP feature, check the LACP box, and do the following:
a)From the LACP Mode list, select Passive mode, or retain the default mode (Active).
b)From the LACP Timeout list, select Short, or retain the default timeout value (Long).
7.From the Link Selection Policy list, select or retain a link selection policy.
8.Click Finished.
Specifying a trunk name
You can use the Name setting to specify a unique name for the trunk. This setting is required.
Specifying interfaces for a trunk
Using the Interfaces setting, you specify the interfaces that you want the BIG-IP system to use
as member links for the trunk. Once you have created the trunk, the BIG-IP system uses these
interfaces to perform link aggregation.
The trunk name are unique and should follow the details as mentioned in the above table
mentioned earlier in the Initial configuration
Also for more information on the trunk configuration please refer to the link
https://support.f5.com/csp/article/K13142

BIG-IP Software used for vCMP Host

Software used on the two vCMP Host in the DMZ layer was 12.1.1with hotfix
2.1.1.1.0.196-HF1, however we should also load 12.1.1 software on the vCMP Host
so that it can be used by the vCMP Guest. Below is the screen shot of the software
loaded on the BIG-IP vCMP Host.

Figure 11:Software Images used on vCMP Host
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Figure 12:Software Images used on vCMP Host

Initial Configuration of Fabric Layer BIG-IP

The F5 Viprion or Appliance need to be mounted on the rack and powered up with
all the appropriate cables connected to the Cisco Nexus Switches. BIG-IP Chassis is
also accessible through the console connection and Management IP is configured as
well so as to complete the Day 0 Configuration through the GUI. You can access the
BIG-IP by issuing the command through the browser viz: https://192.168.194.13
once done you can access BIG-IP with default username and password
admin/admin.
NTP Configuration

To configure NTP server issue https://192.168.194.13 click System  Configuration
 Device  NTP and then enter the NTP Server and click Add.
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Figure 13: NTP Configuration on vCMP Host

Initial Trunk Configuration

For Trunk configuration Click Network  Trunks  Trunk Lists  Create
Provide the appropriate trunk names as shown below and then add the interface
members. The trunk should be LACP enabled.

Figure 14: Trunk configured on vCMP Host Fabric
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Figure 15: Interfaces added on the Trunk
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Figure 16: Interface added to HA trunk
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Figure 17:Interfaces added to Trunk
Software used for vCMP Host

To boot the system from the appropriate software, click on the System  Software
Management  Image lists  Boot location and activate the appropriate Boot
location.
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Figure 18: Software image on the Host

Licensed Used
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Figure 19 : Showing Licensed being used
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Figure 20: Software image on the Host
Resource Provisioning

Figure 21: vCMP Provisioned on the Host

F5 BIG-IP VE using BIG-IQ CM for Licensing

When F5 BIG-IP VE is used in the design, Vnomic Orchestrator spins up the F5 BIGIP VE in the UCS Cluster. In order to license the VE we need provision BIG-IQ CM in
one of the UCS Cluster Host, assign a management IP by accessing through the
vSphere using the BIG-IQ CM console. More details you can find at
https://f5.com/education/training/free-courses/getting-started-with-big-iq
BIG-IQ image used was 5.1. Here the BIG-IQ CM is only used for Licensing the BIG-IP
VE and nothing else, we are using BIG-IQ CM for out of band licensing only, you don’t
need to discover the BIG-IP VE using BIG-IQ CM.
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Figure 22: BIG-IQ used for Virtual Edition

BIG-IQ license Pools
You need to create License pool as a Initial configuration on the BIG-IQ CM. The
license Pool will carry the entire license, which is required for the BIG-IP VE. So the
VE when provisioned by Vnomic will use the License from the BIG-IQ license Pool.

Figure 23: BIG-IQ used as a License Server for VE
Above you can see that there are 3 License Pool being created. The name of the
license pool should follow the above naming convention as Vnomic Orchestrator
uses these names when licensing the F5 BIG-IP VE.
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Figure 24

Figure 25: VE consumes License from BIG-IQ
You can see above the Device Type is “unmanaged” and following bigip VE has been
license through the BIG-IQ CM.
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Initial Validation for Hosts

There are some verifications required before deploying the vCMP Guests or VE
by Vnomic Orchestrator. Verification is carried out so that we know that the initial
configuration, network connectivity and routes to various network devices is
established so that when we deploy the tenant, the tenant works as expected
and has the reachability to various devices in the network in order to do its tasks.
Verification Type
Connectivity to Vnomic Orchestrator
Reachability to NTP server
License Verification
Check Resource provisioning
Check routes for NTP / DNS Server

Method
Ping from F5 BIG-IP to Orchestrator
Ping from F5 BIG-IP to NTP server
Connect to BIG-IP & issue show license
Login through GUI and verify Resource
provisioned appropriately
Login to BIG-IP and issue route
command

Check connectivity to Vnomic
When you have completed the initial configuration (Day 0) for the vCMP Hosts
and BIG-IQ, verify reachability between the F5 BIG-IP device to the Vnomic
Orchestrator. For example, ping from F5 BIG-IP Host to Vnomic.
Do ssh to 192.168.194.10
Login as root/default
Issue a ping to 192.168.197.30
$ ssh root@192.168.194.10
Password:
Last login: Wed Dec 14 12:20:37 2016 from 192.168.250.9
[root@localhost:/S3-green-P:Active:Standalone] config # ping 192.168.197.30
PING 192.168.197.30 (192.168.197.30) 56(84) bytes of data.
64 bytes from 192.168.197.30: icmp_seq=1 ttl=63 time=0.578 ms
64 bytes from 192.168.197.30: icmp_seq=2 ttl=63 time=0.335 ms
^C
--- 192.168.197.30 ping statistics --2 packets transmitted, 2 received, 0% packet loss, time 1827ms
rtt min/avg/max/mdev = 0.335/0.456/0.578/0.123 ms
[root@localhost:/S3-green-P:Active:Standalone] config #

Check Connectivity to NTP server, NTP in Sync
The reachability of BIG-IP to the NTP server should also be verified. This can be
done with a ping also.
Do ssh to 192.168.194.10
Login as root/default
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Issue a ping to 173.36.215.215
$ ssh root@192.168.194.10
Password:
[root@localhost:/S3-green-P:Active:Standalone] config # ping 173.36.215.215
PING 173.36.215.215 (173.36.215.215) 56(84) bytes of data.
64 bytes from 173.36.215.215: icmp_seq=1 ttl=254 time=0.271 ms
64 bytes from 173.36.215.215: icmp_seq=2 ttl=254 time=0.271 ms
^C
--- 173.36.215.215 ping statistics --2 packets transmitted, 2 received, 0% packet loss, time 1665ms
rtt min/avg/max/mdev = 0.271/0.271/0.271/0.000 ms
[root@localhost:/S3-green-P:Active:Standalone] config #

Check License
Do a SSH on the BIG-IP and execute “show sys license” to make sure you have
the following enabled as show in yellow.
For the Edge BIG-IP chassis: VCMP, AFM and APM.
For the Fabric BIG-IP chassis: VCMP and ASM.
root@(localhost)(cfg-sync Standalone)(/S3-green-P:Active)(/Common)(tmos)# show sys
license
Sys::License
Licensed Version
11.5.3
Registration key
SWGIO-DQBSQ-FNMMS-YGKCT-MTTFUVW
Licensed On
2016/07/24
Service Check Date
2016/10/18
Platform ID
A112
Appliance Serial Number bld014746s
Active Modules
Best Bundle, C2200 / C2400 Platforms (AJUYVCY-XNUXMAK)
SDN Services
ASM, Unlimited, VIPRION
Acceleration Manager, C2400
AFM, C2400
APM, Base, C2400
DNS and GTM (Unlimited), VIPRION
DNSSEC
Anti-Virus Checks
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Base Endpoint Security Checks
Firewall Checks
Network Access
Secure Virtual Keyboard
APM, Web Application
Machine Certificate Checks
Protected Workspace
Compression, Unlimited
Remote Desktop
App Tunnel
GTM Licensed Objects, Unlimited
DNS Rate Fallback, Unlimited
DNS Licensed Objects, Unlimited
GTM Rate Fallback, (UNLIMITED)
DNS Rate Limit, Unlimited QPS
GTM Rate, Unlimited
Routing Bundle
PSM
SSL, Unlimited, C2400/C4400/C4480
CGN, VIPRION, AFM ONLY
Acceleration Manager, Ltd to Full Upgrade
LTM, Base, C2400 (MTTKJMS-VPNIGYD)
IPV6 Gateway
Rate Shaping
Ram Cache
50 MBPS COMPRESSION
AAM, Core
APM, Limited, Viprion
SSL, C2200/C2400
Anti-Virus Checks
Base Endpoint Security Checks
Firewall Checks
Network Access
Secure Virtual Keyboard
APM, Web Application
Machine Certificate Checks
Protected Workspace
Compression, Unlimited
Remote Desktop
App Tunnel
Routing Bundle
PSM
SSL, Unlimited, C2400/C4400/C4480
CGN, VIPRION, AFM ONLY
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DNS Rate Fallback, Unlimited
DNS Licensed Objects, Unlimited
DNS Rate Limit, Unlimited QPS
Acceleration Manager, Ltd to Full Upgrade
VCMP Enabled, C2400 (ARUEHSM-SBNNCHK)

Check resource provisioning
On the Host VCMP must be dedicated in resource provisioning and licensed is
enable appropriately as shown

Figure 26:Resource Provision on Host
Check routes for NTP & DNS Server
For NTP and DNS reachability check the routes for the appropriate network in
the vCMP guest. Do ssh to the vCMP guest. After logging in to the BIG-IP issue
a route command on the BIG-IP as shown below. You can see that below the
route to NTP server 173.36.215.X is through gateway 192.168.194.1 marked in
yellow.
SJC-ML-SHITOLE:api2 shitole$ ssh root@192.168.195.162
The authenticity of host '192.168.195.162 (192.168.195.162)' can't be established.
RSA key fingerprint is SHA256:d/LFvfQ1GTvmgSLVa/WXsRbahDKgcdUh7Trgbe3RySw.
Are you sure you want to continue connecting (yes/no)? yes
Warning: Permanently added '192.168.195.162' (RSA) to the list of known hosts.
Password:
[root@f5:/S3-green-P:Active:In Sync] config #
[root@f5:/S3-green-P:Active:In Sync] config # route
Kernel IP routing table
Destination
Gateway
Genmask
Flags
10.4.5.0
*
255.255.255.0
U
127.1.1.0
*
255.255.255.0
U
127.42.34.0
*
255.255.255.0
U
127.3.0.0
*
255.255.255.0
U
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0
0
0
0

Ref
0
0
0
0

Use
0
0
0
0

Iface
V30_F5_ADC_ad~1
tmm
eth2
mgmt_bp
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10.4.6.0
10.4.5.1
255.255.255.0
10.4.1.0
*
255.255.255.0
10.4.2.0
10.4.1.1
255.255.255.0
173.36.215.0
192.168.194.1
255.255.255.0
10.5.1.0
*
255.255.255.0
10.5.3.0
10.5.1.1
255.255.255.0
10.5.2.0
*
255.255.255.0
192.168.194.0
*
255.255.254.0
192.168.198.0
*
255.255.254.0
127.7.0.0
tmm-shared
255.255.0.0
127.20.0.0
*
255.255.0.0
default
192.168.198.1
0.0.0.0
[root@f5:/S3-green-P:Active:In Sync] config #

UG
U
UG
UG
U
UG
U
U
U
UG
U
UG

0
0
0
9
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

V30_F5_ADC_ad~1
V30_F5_ADC_ap~1
V30_F5_ADC_ap~1
eth0
V30_F5_ADC_f5~1
V30_F5_ADC_f5~1
V30_F5_ADC_f5~2
eth0
FW-VLAN
tmm
tmm_bp
FW-VLAN

Active Directory Configuration

In this architecture, there are application cluster users and there are also admin
users. For the Admin users who will be managing the Operation of BIG-IP as
such need access to the network. In order to achieve the same, the user needs
to authenticate him self. Such users are created in the Active Director for that
particular tenant or Group. To create a new user in the Active Directory follows
the process below.
Connect to the AD server and go to the particular Group or tenant. For example
here go to v30
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Figure 27: Active Directory Tenant Creation
Right Click on Users

Figure 28 Active Directory Tenant Creation
Create a new user and fill out the details as shown
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Figure 29: Active Directory Tenant Creation

Hit Next
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Figure 30: Active Directory Tenant Creation
Provide the password and click Next to create the user, Right click on the user
and come to the option as shown below
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Figure 31: Active Directory Tenant Creation
Click Add and then add a Group or tenant v30 as shown below
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Figure 32: Active Directory Tenant Creation
Hit Apply and OK.
BIG-IP DMZ Layer after Provisioning

Once we spin the vCMP guests through Vnomic Orchestrator you can see there
are changes in the configuration on the Host and correspondingly you will see
vCMP Guest are also created on the Host.
BIG-IP DMZ or Edge Host Configuration after Deploying

Here you can see we have created 3 vCMP Guests on this Host and
correspondingly you will have another vCMP Guest created in another Host for
HA.
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Figure 33: BIG-IP DMZ vCMP Guest created

Also you will see the vlans configured for vCMP Guest on the Host

Figure 34: Vlans created for vCMP Guest

BIG-IP vCMP Guest Edge Configuration after Deployment

Following Vlans and Self-IP are created on the vCMP guest, some of them are
for the HA floating IPs as well.
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Figure 35: Vlans showing on vCMP Guest
Self-IP for the Vlans below

Figure 36: SelfIP created for vLans
5 Virtual Servers created below

Figure 37: DMZ vCMP Guest Virtual Servers
DNS_VS: This Virtual Server is used to send DNS request to the Public IP which
handles the DNS request.
ForwardProxyiApp_8080_vs: This Virtual Server is used to handle the act as a
proxy to all the internal traffic going out to the Internet. So typically all the Data
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Center inside clients when they want to go out on the Internet will configure their
browser with the Forward proxy IP and port number.
ServiceRoutingHttpVSiApp_default_vs: This virtual server is service routing VS,
which has iRule, attached. Depending upon the URI the application user is using
to access the application this VS will punt the request to the appropriate
Application Pool.
For example if the application user does https://v30-ws1-httpstier.v30.abc.com
Then the call will be routed to the V30_ws1_HttpsTier_Edge_LB_HTTPS_pool_0

Figure 38: Application Pools on vCMP Guest

VPNiApp_vs: This Virtual Server is used for APM to do user authentications for
admin users who are managing the BIG-IP for that Tenant.
Access policy for APM below

Figure 39: APM VPE
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Figure 40:APM Webtop & Resource assignment
AD integration below

Figure 41:AD Integration with APM

Application Deployment

Once this is done then per application deployment following things happens
Entry is made into the Data-group for each application and then application Pool
is created on the vCMP Guest at the Edge.
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Figure 42: iRule Data group populated
You can see above for each application we have entry in the Data Group for Key
and value. Key is the application user will use to access the application. For
example to access the application ws1-httpstier the user will send a request
https://v30-ws1-httpstier.v30.abc.com

AFM is also enabled on the BIG-IP Edge vCMP Guest. AFM DoS policy is
attached to the Service Routing VS. As shown below
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Figure 43: DoS Policy for APM

Figure 44: AFM Policy
Also once the DoS profile is attached, you need to go to the Security options and
then click on the DoS Protection and then click to Device Configuration in the
AFM to enable the configuration on the Flood option specifically as shown.
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Figure 45:AFM Policy

Figure 46: AFM DDoS Parameters
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BIG-IP Fabric Layer after Provisioning

Once the Vnomic Orchestrator deploys the BIG-IP, following changes are done
on the vCMP host and corresponding vCMP Guest are created.
BIG-IP vCMP Host Fabric after provisioning

On the Host you can see the vCMP Guest created, before that you will also see
the vlans configured for the respective vCMP Guests.

Figure 47: Vlans for vCMP Guest

BIG-IP vCMP Guest Fabric after Provisioning
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Figure 48: vCMP Guests created

You can see below for each application we have a virtual Server created. For
example you can see that for application ws1_HttpsTier_default application we
have Virtual Server V30_ws1_HttpsTier_default_vs_443 is created. The VS also
has ASM policy attached or Application Firewall policy attached. Also
correspondingly it will have the Pools created as shown below

Figure 49: Virtual Servers for Applications
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Figure 50: Virtual Server parameters
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Figure 51: ASM Policy

Verification after Tenant Provisioning

Once Vnomic provisions the vCMP Guests you can do the initial connectivity
verification to see that you have the reachability to various systems which its
using.
Active Directory reach

You can do ssh to F5 BIG-IP vCMP Guest and issue a ping to the AD Server,
here is the example verification.
$ ssh root@192.168.195.162
Password:
[root@f5:/S3-green-P:Active:In Sync] config # ping 173.36.215.153
PING 173.36.215.153 (173.36.215.153) 56(84) bytes of data.
64 bytes from 173.36.215.153: icmp_seq=1 ttl=126 time=1.51 ms
64 bytes from 173.36.215.153: icmp_seq=2 ttl=126 time=1.03 ms
64 bytes from 173.36.215.153: icmp_seq=3 ttl=126 time=0.449 ms
^C
--- 173.36.215.153 ping statistics ---
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3 packets transmitted, 3 received, 0% packet loss, time 2594ms
rtt min/avg/max/mdev = 0.449/0.998/1.515/0.436 ms
[root@f5:/S3-green-P:Active:In Sync] config #

NTP Reachability and Sync

NTP is very important so that the network is in sync and all the features are
working properly. In order to verify NTP reachability ssh to the vCMP Guest and
do simple ping to the NTP server
[root@f5:/S3-green-P:Active:In Sync] config # ping 173.36.215.215
PING 173.36.215.215 (173.36.215.215) 56(84) bytes of data.
64 bytes from 173.36.215.215: icmp_seq=1 ttl=254 time=0.479 ms
64 bytes from 173.36.215.215: icmp_seq=2 ttl=254 time=0.502 ms
^C
--- 173.36.215.215 ping statistics --2 packets transmitted, 2 received, 0% packet loss, time 1955ms
rtt min/avg/max/mdev = 0.479/0.490/0.502/0.024 ms
[root@f5:/S3-green-P:Active:In Sync] config #
[root@f5:/S3-green-P:Active:In Sync] config # ntpq -np
remote
refid
st t when poll reach
delay
offset jitter
==============================================================================
*173.36.212.205 171.68.38.66
2 u 312 1024 377
1.862
-3.488
4.834
+173.36.215.215 173.36.212.205
3 u
14 1024 377
0.421
2.685
4.872
127.3.0.1
.STEP.
16 u
- 1024
0
0.000
0.000
0.000
127.3.0.2
.STEP.
16 u
- 1024
0
0.000
0.000
0.000
127.3.0.3
.STEP.
16 u
- 1024
0
0.000
0.000
0.000
127.3.0.4
.STEP.
16 u
- 1024
0
0.000
0.000
0.000
[root@f5:/S3-green-P:Active:In Sync] config #

HA in Sync

The BIG-IP HA pair needs to be Sync to maintain the High Availability of
applications whenever there is a device failure. To check if HA is working
properly, do a https://192.168.195.162 login and check the Sync Status, It
should show Sync Active on one device and Sync Standby on the other device.

Figure 52 : HA Sync Active
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Figure 53: HA Sync Standby

Figure 54: Device Group for HA

License & resource provisioning on vCMP Guest / BIG-IP Virtual Edition

To check the license of the vCMP Guest Edge device follow the details, Do https
to the BIG-IP, click System and then Resource Provisioning, you can verify that
LTM, APM and AFM license is enabled as shown below
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Figure 55: Resource provsioning
For Fabric vCMP Guest following licensed must be enabled and also resource should
be provisioned.

Figure 56: Resource Provisiong
Certificate Handling

On DMZ:
1. Generate Private key/csr off box. Get Certificate signed by public CA.
2. Import private key and signed certificate into BIGIP of DMZ layer
3. Import Client CA-certificate bundle.
4. Run iApp to create Virtual-server with:
A. Create custom ClientSSL profile with client auth option to ‘require’ and option to
select CA certificate using iApp.
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B. Create custom ServerSSL profile using iApp.
C. Add pool as the fabric layer’s virtual server.
On Fabric layer.
Generate a Self-signed Certificate/Key pair on BIGIP
Run iApp to create VS with:
Custom ClientSSL profile and select generated key/cert using iApp.
Create custom ServerSSL profile using iApp
Pool will be backend server.

Web Application Security Policy

WAF is applied per application based, the security policy is set in learning mode
initially for 7 days and is in transparent mode, so it does not block anything.
Depending upon what type of application we are using we need to fine tune the
security policy and apply the policy. For example, we need to see what File type we
need to allow for the application, for Methods are allowed for JSON, XML etc. What
type of white listing we need etc. Since we did not have an actual application to test
with this is a generic ASM profile and the customer must fine tune it depending
upon what application is being deployed.

Figure 57: ASM Policy
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Figure 58: ASM Policy template
Currently all policy looks for all the Action types are applied but we can move the
action type to the right which are not required for the application below.

Figure 59: ASM Policy
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Below are the application Charts which can been seen in the Reporting section for
each policy which is defined.

Figure 60: ASM Policy reporting

End to End Verification

Reverse Proxy :
Client can access the application which are inside the Data Center using Reverse
Proxy, here the F5 BIG-IP does not do any authentication, authentication can be
done by the application which is being accessed.
To access the application typically client does https://v30-ws1httptier.v30.abc.com/
In response he gets
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Figure 61: User accessing Application
For VPN the user does https://vpn.v30.abc.com
In response we get, here the user needs to provide the credential to get access to the
F5 BIG-IP and to the rest of the network for that tenant only.

Figure 62: APM provides Secure login
F5 BIG-IP Support Matrix

Device
2200 /
2400

Platform
VIPRION
B2150 Blade
B2250 Blade (A112)

Boot Image
BIGIP12.1.1.0.0.184.iso

Hotfix
Hotfix-BIGIP12.1.1.1.0.196HF1.iso

4400 /

VIPRION

BIGIP-

Hotfix-BIGIP-
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4800

B4300 Blade (J100)
B4380 Blade (J102)
B4450 Blade (J102)
B4480 Blade (J102)

12.1.1.0.0.184.iso

12.1.1.1.0.196HF1.iso

BIG-IP Appliance

BIGIP12.1.1.0.0.184.iso

Hotfix-BIGIP12.1.1.1.0.196HF1.iso

BIG-IP iSeries Appliance

BIGIP12.1.1.0.0.184.iso

Hotfix-BIGIP12.1.1.1.0.196HF1.iso

VE

BIGIP12.1.1.0.0.184.iso

Hotfix-BIGIP12.1.1.1.0.196HF1.iso

52xx, 72xx,
10xxx,
12250v
i58xx,
i78xx,
i108xx
BIG-IP
Virtual
Edition

Figure 63: BIGIP Support Matrix
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